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Munich, 11th June 2015

Foundation for Family Businesses: Inheritance Tax Reform 
throws Germany far behind in the international comparison

If the recently submitted draft bill on inheritance tax should become law, the tax com-

petitiveness of Germany as compared to other European industrialized countries would 

significantly deteriorate. This is reported in the study carried out by by the Centre for 

European Economic Research (ZEW) in Mannheim, commissioned by the Foundation for 

Family Businesses. 

The economic scientists have examined the effects of the Key Issues Paper and the draft 

bill of the Federal Ministry of Finance on the total tax burden. Germany would, when 

compared to 18 OECD countries, fall from its current 13th place in the overall tax burden 

to 15th place (reducing exemptions) or even drop back to rank 18 (elimination of exemp-

tions). The comparison calculated the effect based on the example of a model company 

(business assets of € 102.9 million according to the simplified income approach), which 

corresponds to a typical large, globally operating family business.

„Large family businesses find themselves nowadays in tough international competition. 

The exemption deduction for business assets largely determines the inheritance tax 

burden for family businesses. The ZEW investigation shows that the currently planned 

reduction of tax exemptions noticeably reduces the attractiveness of Germany in inter-

national comparison,“ explained Prof. Rainer Kirchdörfer, Chairman of the Foundation 

for Family Businesses.

The ZEW has tested various transmission combinations. In the case of the company‘s 

shares being inherited by a child, Germany until now has been ranked 13th, with an 

inheritance tax burden for the model company of EUR 11.2 million. By implementing the 

suggestions of the key issues paper or of the draft bill Germany would fall significantly 

in both cases to rank 16. Without the exemption deduction (tax load: EUR 37.2 million) 

Germany draws very close to highest tax country Belgium (EUR 39.3 million) on the 

penultimate place. Due to the draft bill the tax deduction would drop from 85 percent 

to 30 percent. The model company in Germany would be charged EUR 28.1 million as a 

result and placed between Denmark and countries with very high inheritance taxes such 

as Belgium and USA.
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Figure: Inheritance Tax in EUR million in the inheritance of shares in a 

corporation to a child

Source: ZEW calculations © Stiftung Familienunternehmen
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„The implementation of the reform, due to the identified burdens, would lead to a 

decrease in the tax attractiveness of Germany. In addition, the envisaged heightening 

of the tax burden on business assets is in contrast to developments in other European 

countries in the inheritance tax treatment of industrial assets,“ concluded Prof. Friedrich 

Heinemann from the ZEW.

Every two years the ZEW calculates the „Country Index Family Businesses“ on behalf of 

the Foundation for Family Businesses. This site comparison is unique in its focus on the 

factors that are important for family businesses. The countries index is unique in that it 

is not based on surveys of entrepreneurs or managers, but rather on statistically measu-

rable data and facts. 

» Download „The key issues paper and the draft of the BMF on inheritance tax“

(http://www.familienunternehmen.de/media/public/pdf/pressebereich/meldungen/2015/stiftung-familien-
unternehmen_pi_2015-06-11_erbschaftsteuer-reform-internationaler-standortvergleich/erbst_auswer-
tung-referentenentwurf-eckpunkte_laenderindex.pdf)

http://www.familienunternehmen.de/media/public/pdf/pressebereich/meldungen/2015/stiftung-familienunternehmen_pi_2015-06-11_erbschaftsteuer-reform-internationaler-standortvergleich/erbst_auswertung-referentenentwurf-eckpunkte_laenderindex.pdf
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